Copy Request Form (published copyright works)

Please supply me with a copy of the material specified below, which is required by me for the purposes of private study or research.

Title of Journal or Book: _____________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Year: _______ Volume ______ Part _______ Pages: _______

Author(s): _________________________________________________________________________

Title of article or section: ____________________________________________________________

I declare that:

a) I have not previously been supplied with a copy of the same material by you or by any other librarian;

b) I will not use the copy except for research for a non-commercial purpose or private study and will not supply a copy of it to any other person; and

c) to the best of my knowledge, no other person with whom I work or study has made, or intends to make at about the same time as this request, a request for substantially the same material for substantially the same purposes.

I understand that if this declaration is false in a material particular the copy supplied to me by you will be an infringing copy and that I shall be liable for infringement of copyright as if I had made the copy myself.

Name (in CAPITALS): ______________________________________________________________

Address: _________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

E-mail: _______________________________ Tel: _______________________________

Signature: _______________________________ Date: _______________________________

This must be the personal signature of the person making the request. A stamped or typed signature or the signature of an agent is not acceptable. Anyone ordering copies on behalf of another person must obtain that person’s signature on this form.

Delivery

Please select your preferred method of delivery:

I will collect the order from the reading room [ ]

Please post the order to me at the above address [ ]

Post this form to: Archives & Special Collections, Andersonian Library, University of Strathclyde, Curran Building, 101 St James Road, Glasgow, G4 0NS